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POSTCOMIUSPS-T41-3. Please refer to USPS-LR-J-165, page 55, which 

provides pieces per pound and pieces per foot for various types of mail. 

(a) Please confirm that the average pounds per inch for originating standard flat 

mail is 1.98 (pieces per foot divided by pieces per pound divided by 12). If not 

confirmed, what is the correct figure? 

(b) Please confirm that your response to (a) implies that the average height of an 

originating standard flat weighing 1.98 pounds is one inch. If not confirmed, what 

is the average height of an originating standard flat weighing 1.98 pounds? 

(c) Please define “originating standard” flat, 

POSTCOMIUSPS-T41-4. Please refer to your response to POSTCOMIUSPS- 

T41-2(b) where you state, “PERMIT mailing statement data shape definition 

comes from the Domestic Mail Manual CO50. Additionally, PERMIT system data 

is edited to restrict flat shaped mail to be less than 4.0 pounds. Thus the precise 

definition of shape used in this table is pieces recorded as flats on form 3605 that 

have an average weight less than 4.0 pounds.” 

(a) Please explain in detail why the “PERMIT system data is edited to restrict flat 

shaped mail to be less than 4.0 pounds.” 

(b) Please provide a percentage distribution of Presort Bound Printed Matter flat 

mail pieces by %-pound weight increment. 

(c) Please provide all rate implications that would have resulted from recording a 

Bound Printed Matter piece as a flat instead of as a parcel in FY 2000. 
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